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יג-יב:איוב לז

ם ׀ה֤וּא מְסִבּ֨וֹת • ר יְצַוֵּ֓ ל אֲשֶׁ֥ ם כֹּ֖ ו לְפׇעֳלָ֑ � בְּתַחְבּוּ�תָ֣ רְצָה׃  ׀מִתְהַפֵּ֣ ל אָֽ עַל־פְּנֵ֖י תֵבֵ֣

• He keeps turning events by His stratagems, that they might 
accomplish all that He commands them throughout the inhabited 
earth, 

הוּ׃  • סֶד יַמְצִאֵֽ חֶ֗ בֶט אִם־לְאַרְצ֑וֹ אִם־לְ֝ אִם־לְשֵׁ֥

• Causing each of them to happen to His land, whether as a scourge 
or as a blessing.
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His Life
• Born: Padua, Italy May 14th 1706
• Taught by great kabbalist Rabbi Yeshaya 

Bassan 
• Mastery of all Lurianic writings by age of 14
• Joined secret pietistic group “Mevakshei 

HaShem” at 17
• Publishes his first book, Leshon Limudim, on 

poetry and rhetoric at 17
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The Maggid

• Appearances from age of 20
• Rabbinic reaction
• Sabbatai Zevi (1667) and the false 

Messiah
• Ban on spreading the Maggid’s teachings
• Flees to Amsterdam in 1735
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Amsterdam

• Appeal to German rabbis: document 
stating that all the teachings of the maggid
were false. 

• Burned writings 
• Some survive: From the Zoharic writings, 

(the 70 Tikounim `Hadashim re-appeared 
in 1958 against all odds, in the Library of 
Oxford)
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Amsterdam II

• Refuses to teach
• Earning livelihood as diamond cutter
• Prolific writings
• Akko 1743
• Death with family during plague of 1746
• Burial place: next to Rabbi Akiva in 

Tiberias
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Ramchal and Rabbi Akiva

• The initial 40 years as ignoramus
• Spark of Rabbi Akiva’s soul
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Hayon Controversy
1713
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Nehemiah Hiya Hayon

• Born in 1655 in Tzfat? Sarajevo?
• 1710 Meeting with R. Josef Ergas, eminent kabbalist
• Publishes Raza de’Yichuda in Venice (1711)
• Arrival in Amsterdam in 1713
• Publishes Oz Le’Elokim in 1713
• R Yosef Ergas’ ha-Zad Nahash
• Shlomo Ayllon and the Amsterdam Beit Din
• Chacham Zvi and R’ David Nieto (Esh Dat)
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R Moshe Hagiz

• Born in Jerusalem in 1671
• Arrives in Amsterdam in 1707
• Publishes Sfat Emet – Publication Devoted to Social Criticism
• The Ultimate Zealot
• Herem of Amsterdam Beit Din
• Move to London with Chacham Zvi in 1714
• Hayon and Ayllon – “the Serpent and the Ass”
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Remarks by Ramchal's disciple, Rabbi Yekutiel Gordon, made in a letter 
about some of these appearances to a leading Italian rabbi, when Ramchal 
was 22:

"There is a young man here, tender in years, (who) is a holy man: my 
master and teacher ... Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzatto. For these past two 
and a half years a Maggid has appeared to him ... who reveals wondrous 
mysteries to him.... Even prior to the Maggid’s appearance he knew by 
heart of the Lurianic writings at the age of 14 … He is a spark of the soul 
of (Rabbi) Akiva son of Yosef With the approval of the Holy One, blessed 
be He and His Shechina, the Maggid ordered him to compose a Book of 
the Zohar, called in Heaven 'The Second Zohar’....

"This is what happens (when the Maggid, referred to here as "the angel", 
appears). The angel speaks out of Ramchal's mouth but we, his disciples, 
hear nothing. The angel begins to uncover great mysteries to him. Then 
my master orders Elijah to come to him, and he comes to uncover 
mysteries of his own. Sometimes, Metatron, the great prince, also comes 
to him, as well as the Faithful Shepherd (i.e., Moses), our forefather 
Abraham, Rabbi Hamnuna the Elder ... the Messiah, and Adam ....

"To sum up, nothing is hidden from him. At first permission was only 
granted (from Heaven) to reveal to him the mysteries of the Torah, but 
now all sorts of things are revealed to him. But no one outside our circle 
knows of it .... As he has demonstrated to all, no one before him has had 
this kind of merit since the time of Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai (the author 
of the Zohar)."

Letter to the great Kabbalist Rabbi Binyamin HaKohen, Rabbi Bassan's 
father-in-law,  a student of the famous Kabbalist, Rabbi Moshe Zacuto.:

"The L-rd who is righteous and who searches all hearts is my witness in Heaven 
and my testimony on high as to why I have kept (my revelations) secret from your 
honor .... But now that the matter is public knowledge ... I am very pleased to 
hear that you know of it ... (and) I am especially glad to know that your honor, in 
his goodness and integrity, accepts it as true and reliable .... "G-d-fearing people 
come to me every day to hear the new things that G-d tells me. Many young men 
who had once walked in the vain ways of young people have now, thank G-d, ... 
returned to G-d, and come to me to receive Tikkunim (rectifications) for their 
(past) deeds. 

"At this time G-d ... wished to reveal a new light (to the world) in the category of 
the Zohar .... He chose me for this in His mercy. If you were to ask me about the 
kind of preparations (I engage in to deserve this), what could I say? The truth is 
that it has come about through G-d's love alone and has little to do with my 
preparations for it. Nonetheless, it is also true that I have been zealous for years 
about reciting Yichudim (mystical recitations of particular Divine Names). I 
perform a different Yichud practically every fifteen minutes, and I do this even 
now, thank G- d .... And the Creator now uses me as the instrument for the 
fulfillment of His purpose." 

"On the first of Sivan in the year 5487 (1727), as I was reciting a certain Yichud, I 
fell into a trance. When I awoke, I heard a voice saying: 'I have descended in order 
to reveal the hidden secrets of the Holy King'. For a while I stood there trembling, 
but I soon took hold of myself. The voice kept on speaking and revealed a 
particular secret to me. 

"At the same time on the second day I made sure to be alone in the room, and 
the voice reappeared to reveal another secret to me. One day he revealed to me 
that he was a Maggid sent from Heaven and he gave me certain Yichuddim that I 
was to recite in order for him to appear again. 

"I never saw him but I did hear his voice as it spoke though my own mouth. He 
then allowed me to ask him questions. After about 3 months he revealed to me 
the Yichuddim I would have to recite to be worthy of having Elijah reveal himself 
to me. He then charged me to compose a work on Ecclesiastes on the basis of the 
mystical meaning of its verses that he had revealed to me, and Elijah came and 
imparted his own secrets to me. (The Maggid) said that Metatron, the great 
prince, would be coming to me and that I would know that it is he because of 
what Elijah had said. From then on I came to recognize each of my visitors. Souls 
whose identity I know are also revealed to me. Each day I write down the new 
ideas each of them imparts to me. All these things happen while I lie prostrate, 
with my face to the ground, and I see the holy souls in human form as in a 
dream." 
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